
A Beginner’s Guide to Reading Guitar “Tab”

The following guide is taken from my book, Fingerstyle 101, and adapted slightly 

for The Fingerstyle 101 video course.  

Go to the link below to listen to the audio for this guide… 

Listen to the audio 

Guitar tablature, or “tab” for short, is a method of writing out music for guitarists. 

Unlike standard notation, tab is easier to read because the information shown is 

specific to the guitar. 

The rules of “tab” 

In simple terms, tab shows what frets are being played on what strings. Here are the 

basic guidelines for reading tab. 

• The six horizontal lines represent the six strings of the guitar

• The lowest line on the tab is the low E string (the thickest string)

• The highest line on the tab is the high E string (the thinnest string)

• The numbers on the six lines show which frets to play, with a zero mean-

ing, to play an open string

https://rockstarpublishing.co.uk/how-to-read-tab/


 

A lot of beginners get confused as to which is the “low E” and which is the “high E” 

string, so be aware of this and use this tip to help. 

In music, you should always think in terms of pitch and not spatially. 

Therefore, the high E string (which is lower spatially and closer to the floor on your 

guitar) is the one on the top line—as it is higher in pitch. 

Conversely, the low E string (which is higher spatially and closer to the ceiling) is on 

the bottom line—as it is lower in pitch. 

Any confusion here comes from mixing up pitch and space. Aim to banish any spatial 

meanings and think/speak solely in terms of the string names and their pitches. If 

you do so, you will avoid confusion. 

“Up” and “down” the fretboard? 

A similar sort of confusion may arise when talking about going “up” or “down” the 

fretboard, or when using the terms “higher” or “lower” in regard to the fretboard. It’s 

common for beginners to get confused here as they often think in terms of what is 

happening spatially. 

The correct way to discuss the fretboard is solely in terms of pitch. 

For example, you can do this on any string, but try this on the high E string for now 

and play: 
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• Fret 7—which is higher in pitch (and further UP the fretboard) than fret 1. 

• Fret 3—which is lower in pitch (and further DOWN the fretboard) than fret 

10. 

Here is an image that shows both of the above in action: 

 

In other words, whenever you are thinking about strings plucked or frets pressed, 

think solely in terms of pitch, never spatially. 

Rhythmic instruction 

A limitation with tab, compared to standard notation, is that most tabs are prepared 

without rhythmic instruction whereas standard notation always provides the 

rhythm. 

Therefore, if you rely on tab, you need to make sure you listen carefully to the 

piece to fully grasp the rhythm of it. 



Here are a few examples for you to practise reading tab: 

Example A 

Tracks #1-2 No capo—80 bpm 

 

 

Let’s start with this simple example where you play all the notes on the high E 

string—remember, the top line is the high E string (the thinnest string closest to the 

floor). Remember, we call it the high E string as it is the highest in terms of pitch 

(therefore at the top of the tab). 

This is a simple melody played on frets 2, 3, 2, 0, all on the high E string. 

Example B 

Tracks #3-4 No capo—80 bpm 
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For our next example, we have the same sort of melody idea, but this time with a 

few string changes. This time the notes change from the high E to the B string and 

then to the G string. 

 

Example C 

Tracks #5-6 No capo—100 bpm 

 

 

When the fret numbers are stacked up vertically like this, it means you should play 

the notes at the same time, which essentially means strum a chord. (Even hardcore 

fingerpickers sometimes occasionally strum). 

Often, if the transcriber (the creator of the tab) has done a good job, you will see the 

name of the chord above the tab. This will save you time trying to work out where to 

place your fingers. Here we have a G Major to E minor chord change which is 

strummed. 



Example D 

Tracks #7-8 No capo—90 bpm 

 

Here you have the chord symbol above the tab which will help to guide you as to 

where to place your fingers. 

The chord in this example is an arpeggiated (meaning the notes are individually 

plucked so there is some separation between each note) D Major chord. 

Example E 

Tracks #9-10 No capo—90 bpm 

 

This time we have a slightly more complex example based around the C Major 

chord shape. This is because you are picking the notes from the chord and having to 

lift a finger off a string (index finger on the B string). 

When picking this piece, let as many notes ring out as possible while adding the 

changing melody note—which is on the B string. 
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Example F 

Tracks #11-12 No capo—90 bpm 

 

 

Now, we will learn about repeat signs. 

• These are shown by the double dots at the start of the first bar and at the end 

of the second bar. 

• What you do is play everything in between the double dots, repeat the section 

you just played, and then finally, continue with the next section of the tab. 



 

 

We have just covered some simple examples of reading tab, and as they are 

similar to the examples featured in the main parts of the book, they are good 

ones to practice. 

To summarize this section, in music, we always talk in terms of pitch. 

• On the guitar, the low E string is the lowest in pitch and therefore on 

the tab it is on the lowest line. 

• Likewise, the high E string is the highest in pitch and therefore on the 

top line in the tab. 

• Higher up the fretboard means the higher frets where the notes go up 

in pitch (e.g. fret 10 is higher than fret 5). The reverse is true for lower 

pitches. 

Remember the above and you will avoid confusion. 

Practise these examples as many times as you need to, so you are clear 

on how to read tab, and then tackle the rest of the book to put these 

skills to good use! 




